2021 ESG Report

Introduction
In our second annual ESG report, we share our progress and
communication of how we approach ESG integration in our
research analysis and investment decision-making. We also discuss
why we think our approach enables us to understand how a
company creates sustainable value for its stakeholders over time,
which we believe positions the company for favorable outcomes.
This report illustrates how companies owned across the Polen
Capital equity investment strategies embed robust sustainability
practices and stakeholder value creation into their long-term
business strategy. We believe an in-depth assessment of all
material business issues, including those commonly classified as
ESG, allows us to form a complete picture of the investment risks
and opportunities and the ability of the company to grow and
provide reward potential to our clients over time. The report also
features examples of company engagements that can provide
clarity on a company’s key initiatives and how it may deliver value
for its stakeholders, which further inform our analysis and views.
In addition, the report provides summary details on our proxy voting
activities and disclosure consistent with the Task Force on ClimateRelated Financial Disclosure framework recommendations.
In January 2022, Polen Capital acquired DDJ Capital Management,
a boutique high yield, bank loan, private credit, and special
situations manager, which was renamed Polen Capital Credit
following the acquisition. This milestone marks our expansion into
the high yield market and broadens our objective of delivering
superior active returns to preserve and grow clients’ assets with
offerings that meet the increased demand for sustainable income.
Case studies for Polen Capital Credit are included in this report.
For further information on how we as a firm take the same
stakeholder-centric approach in our business activities as we do in
our investments, please see our 2021 Sustainability Report.
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Thank you for your interest, and we look forward to continuing our
engagement with our community of valued stakeholders.

About Polen Capital
Polen Capital is a leading quality growth and high yield investment
manager. For over 30 years, we have demonstrated our
commitment to our clients, community, and each other.
Polen Capital aims to provide financial security and peace of mind
to the people and organizations that we believe make up the fabric
of our society. The investors we serve are the reason we go beyond
what’s expected because we know how important it is to deliver a
secure future to people who have given us their trust.
Our Why Wall reminds us of the public servants, educators, and
families we serve. Every day we wake up to work to preserve and
grow their assets to protect their present and enable their future.
We aim to deliver distinctive, high-conviction growth and income
solutions. These are some of our guiding principles:
•

We invest for the long term with patience and discipline,
harnessing the power of compounding

•

We construct highly selective, active portfolios driven by
rigorous, bottom-up fundamental research

•

We invest with a margin of safety, seeking to deliver lower
volatility and enhanced downside protection over time

•

We integrate ESG through a total stakeholder approach
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Polen Capital Equity Approach to ESG
Integration
Our research focuses on identifying and analyzing business issues
that we believe are material to the long-term interests of a
company’s stakeholders, including employees, customers, supply
chain and other business partners, shareholders, communities,
and the environment. We believe a company’s ability to
understand its key stakeholders and the value they seek, along
with its effectiveness in amplifying that value and mitigating the
issues stakeholders see, provides the clearest path to financial
sustainability. In turn, financial sustainability can allow a company
to further improve its product and services, attract and retain
more talented employees, help strengthen local communities, and
gain access to capital from investors such as Polen Capital and our
clients who generally seek outstanding risk-adjusted returns.
We integrate material ESG issues into our comprehensive,
bottom-up, fundamental research and assessment of risks
and opportunities, taking a long-term view consistent with our
philosophy. Our assessment involves a thorough understanding of a
business’s stakeholders, value proposition, competitive advantages,

market opportunity, financial strength, ongoing strategic and
operational initiatives, and governance capabilities and track
record. We believe businesses that can best recognize and most
thoughtfully balance key stakeholder interests are best positioned
to deliver sustainable outcomes, including financial strength. We
assess each business factor we believe is material to make these
determinations, which includes those commonly classified as both
financial and ESG-related. We see these factors as inextricably
linked, so we integrate them throughout each phase of our
investment process and ongoing company monitoring.
We feel this focus on sustainable value creation is a key
differentiator between our approach and others, particularly those
of third-party ESG ratings providers who tend to approach their
analysis solely from the risk management side. We believe it is
beneficial to be aware of third-party ratings and methodologies for
additional perspective on the companies we study. But we believe
our holistic analysis goes further by assessing the value stakeholders
seek from the business and how the company is delivering for them.
As business analysts, we think this critical component gives us a
deeper understanding of risks and opportunities.

We see ESG as a holistic view of a company’s relationships
with stakeholders and its ability to serve them

Environmental Criteria
How a company performs as a
steward of nature

Social Criteria

Governance Criteria

How a company manages
relationships with employees,
suppliers, customers, shareholders,
and communities where it operates

Deals with a company’s leadership,
executive pay, audits, internal
controls, and shareholder rights

ESG Integration

“

The explicit and systematic inclusion of ESG issues in
investment analysis and investment decisions

Employee
Relationships
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Customer
Relationships

Supply Chain and Other
Business Partner
Relationships

Shareholder
Initiatives

”

Environmental
Practices

Governance
Practices

Supporting our Commitment to
ESG Integration
When we are asked who is involved or responsible for ESG research,
our answer is “each member of the investment teams.” ESG is an
embedded part of our holistic research process. Our investment
teams focus on the material business issues which provide us
with an understanding of the company’s business model, its value
proposition, the sustainability of its competitive advantage and its
financial strength.

What we study is connected to our ESG framework and forms our
understanding of how companies create unique and enduring value
for their stakeholders, enabling them to maintain and ideally grow
their competitive advantages over time.
We have built a governance structure to provide oversight and
strategic direction for our ESG practices. This governance extends
from our CEO and Advisory Board to the Risk & Compliance
Committee, Operating Committee, and ESG Committee, which
meets monthly to guide our ESG-related goals.

ESG Governance

As of June 2022

Polen’s Industry Commitments
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Large Company Growth Integration
Case Studies
Accenture
Accenture is a global leader in management consulting, technology,
and outsourcing services. We believe a long history of completing
complex projects across industries on time, on budget, and with
high quality has allowed Accenture to build a brand that stands
for trust and excellence. This service value has led to strong client
relationships, as evidenced by over 90 of the company’s top 100
client relationships spanning more than ten years. The majority of
Accenture’s revenue is sole-sourced, meaning its clients award them
the work without seeking another bid. To serve its clients effectively,
Accenture employs over 600,000 people across more than 50
countries and operates in an industry where talent competition is
fierce. Employees are a key stakeholder group, so we assess why
they typically choose to work with Accenture and what initiatives
are in place to attract and retain high-quality talent. Accenture’s
consulting and outsourcing employees enjoy, among other things,
working on innovative projects in an environment that allows
for growth and career progression. As the largest independent
technology services provider, Accenture also offers its employees
access to its privileged position in the world’s technology ecosystem.
The company invests approximately $1 billion annually into
employee training, which supports retention. Accenture has
also developed its own training programs, including Accenture
Connected Learning and Technology Quotient. Initiatives like
these equip employees with the skills to innovate in strategically
important areas like digital cloud and security.

Accenture also uses artificial intelligence (AI)
to identify which employees are candidates
for upskilling. This practice originated
in response to the pandemic and the
expectation of new demand.
We consider Accenture an industry leader in workplace diversity,
inclusion, and transparency. Its position starts at the top with a
deep, diverse, and experienced leadership team led by Chair &
CEO Julie Sweet and CFO KC McClure, making Accenture the only
Fortune 100 company today with a female in both the CEO and
CFO roles. Accenture believes that diversity is core to innovation
and views its success over the last ten years as inseparable from
its commitment to diversity and inclusion. Gender equality is one
of their primary ESG targets. The company’s employee base is
now 45% women, with a goal of a 50/50 split by 2025. In the
U.S., the company aims to increase Black and Latino workforce
representation from 9% to 12% and from 9.5% to 13%, respectively,
by fiscal year 2025.
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Accenture conducts an annual pay equity review which shows 100%
pay equity by gender, race, and ethnicity in countries where this
data is collected.
In our view, these initiatives to amplify value for employees
contribute to Accenture’s ability to deliver more value for its clients,
its technology partners, and ultimately its shareholders.
For a more detailed look into how Accenture approaches
sustainable value creation for its stakeholders, please view the
conversation between Dan Davidowitz, CFA, Portfolio Manager &
Analyst at Polen Capital, and Accenture Chair & CEO Julie Sweet.
Beyond Fundamentals: Sustainable Growth & Transformation with
Accenture - Polen Capital

Microsoft
We believe every company should recognize the importance of
better protecting the environment in which it operates. Microsoft is
an example of a company that we believe has robust environmental
initiatives in place not only within its own operations but in the
development and innovation of products and services to enable its
customers to improve their own efficiency and sustainability.
Microsoft has been carbon neutral since 2012 and has set a goal
of being carbon negative by 2030, which means it will remove
from the atmosphere more carbon than it produces. Microsoft
targets 100% renewable energy by 2025 by purchasing enough
to match electricity consumption at their data centers, buildings,
and campuses worldwide. By 2050, they aim to remove from the
environment all the carbon they’ve emitted directly or by electrical
consumption since the company’s founding in 1975. Microsoft is a
founding member of Transform to Net Zero, whose goal is to drive
broader change with a focus on policy, innovation, and finance.
It has also invested $50 million in Energy Impact Partners, a
private equity platform focused on new technologies that enable
the transition to an energy and transportation ecosystem that is
cleaner, more resilient, and more inclusive.
Microsoft plans to become water positive, meaning it will replenish
more water than it uses each year, by 2030. They expect this to be
accomplished by reducing water intensity in their direct operations

and replenishing water-stressed regions where they work, which
would also enable access to clean water and sanitation services for
1.5 million more people through a partnership with Water.org. They
also co-founded the Water Resilience Coalition, comprised of 18
industry-leading corporations that have pledged to work collectively
on availability, quality, and accessibility issues in water-stressed
locations. Microsoft has also invested $10 million in the Emerald
Technology Ventures’ Global Water Impact Fund to support
innovative technologies for water conservation, access, and quality.

Microsoft is helping suppliers, customers,
and partners worldwide reduce their carbon
footprints through their learnings with the
power of data, AI, and digital technology.
For example, they are finding ways to enable utilities to onboard
increasing amounts of renewables effectively and efficiently
so more people can benefit from renewable energy. Microsoft
partnered with Ireland’s largest 100% renewable energy provider
to install and manage a large network of internet-connected solar
panels, which connect via Azure IoT to Microsoft Azure, a cloud
computing platform.
Software tools aggregate and analyze real-time data on energy
generated by the solar panels, allowing optimization and reduction
of carbon footprint of electricity grids globally. Lastly, they’re
“digitizing water” by launching solutions on Azure IoT Central
that include remote, real-time water quality and water
consumption monitoring.

Environmental Progress of Microsoft in 2021
•

Reduced Scope 1 and 2 emissions by 16.9%

•

Procured the removal of 1.4 million metric tons of
carbon

•

Invested in replenishment projects expected to
generate over 1.3 million cubic meters of volumetric
benefits, representing a total of 21 replenishment
projects to date in nine water basins across the
globe

•

Provided 95,130 people with water access across
India and Indonesia.

Large Company Growth Engagement
Case Studies
Visa

Visa is the largest processor of debit and credit transactions
globally. In 2021, Visa processed over 164 billion transactions
accounting for over $10 trillion in volume. There are over 3.7 billion
Visa cards in use globally and more than 80 million merchant
acceptance points.
In 2021 we spoke with several members of Visa’s team to gain a
current picture of the initiatives that Visa has in place to deliver
more of the value its stakeholders seek. We used the opportunity
to learn more about what Visa is doing in cybersecurity to protect
its merchants and customers, a key area of concern and interest for
these stakeholder groups based on our research.
Visa has built an authentication service that better protects
merchants from fraud, thereby mitigating cybersecurity risk,
increasing merchant trust, and strengthening the company’s
relationships with merchants. The more data Visa has, the better
positioned it is to reduce fraud through pattern recognition,
enabling it to spot a higher percentage of fraudulent activity
before it negatively impacts the merchant. If a fraud scheme is
successful in Thailand, for example, and the same scheme later
appears in Italy, Visa’s model is likely better positioned than a
smaller local network would be to detect it because of its wider
data collection capabilities.
Visa’s Advanced Authorization tool analyzes more than 300
data elements when a transaction is routed from the pointof-sale device to the consumer’s bank and generates a score to
assess the level of risk within two milliseconds. This score informs
the consumer’s bank of what Visa perceives as the level of risk
associated with the transaction, enabling the consumer’s bank to
better manage risk. This is not easy to do at scale, so we believe this
means that Visa is uniquely positioned with this capability.
Tokenization is another valuable risk management tool. This
solution replaces sensitive account information such as the
16-digit account number on a credit card with a unique digital
identifier referred to as a token. Across more than 8,600 issuers
and 800,000 merchants on Visa’s network, tokens have led to a
2.5% increase in payment approval rates and a 28% reduction in
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fraud. Value-added services such as Visa Advanced Authorization
and Risk Manager have helped Visa reduce fraud by $26 billion
while screening 30% more transactions in 2021 than in 2020. By
better protecting merchants from fraud, Visa establishes itself as a
trusted partner, incentivizing merchants to remain on the network
and supporting Visa’s long-term financial sustainability and ability
to further reinvest into these types of capabilities.

ServiceNow
Executive compensation is a commonly discussed topic with
companies’ management and directors. For the companies we
invest in, we generally seek evidence of executive compensation
programs that are well aligned with the long-term interests of
stakeholders, including customers, shareholders, and
fellow employees.
ServiceNow is an enterprise software company that facilitates
digital transformation for its clients through the delivery of
workflow automation solutions that make it easier for employees
to complete routine tasks such as communicating with in-house IT
professionals. We met with ServiceNow’s Head of Compensation
Committee and General Counsel in 2021 to discuss the company’s
executive compensation programs, particularly the incentive
compensation it believed was necessary to retain Chief Executive
Officer Bill McDermott. After discussing and reviewing the key
terms, including performance hurdles for CEO McDermott, we
voted in favor of the company’s executive compensation plans.
We believed that they appropriately incentivized key leadership,
including CEO McDermott to act in the long-term best interests of
the business’s key stakeholders.
Later in 2021, the Board requested our feedback on a potential
supplemental incentive compensation plan given on Mr.
McDermott’s strong performance over his first couple of years at
ServiceNow. We as investors agreed with the Board’s assessment
of Mr. McDermott as a top-flight CEO, an experienced sales
leader who we believe has exceptional product vision and strategic
direction. Our engagement gave us a deeper understanding of the
Board’s interest in retaining him and Mr. McDermott’s conviction in
ServiceNow’s long-term opportunities.
We expressed to the Board that additional payouts could
be beneficial to other stakeholders of the business, including
customers, employees, and shareholders, if the right types of
performance metrics and hurdles were used. We also shared that
the company should be mindful of what this might mean for the
pay gap between Mr. McDermott and other key talent such as COO
CJ Desai and CFO Gina Mastantuono. Overall, we believe the Board
has the right goals and intentions with respect to this executive
compensation plan and was open to feedback from others.
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Small Company Growth Integration
Case Studies
Yeti
Yeti designs, markets, and sells portable coolers and drinkware.
The company was founded in 2006 by two brothers, both avid
outdoorsmen who wanted to design a durable cooler to withstand
the needs of hunters and anglers. Since then, Yeti has not only
expanded its product range to include drinkware and outdoor
accessories, but it has been the brand of choice for a diversified
pool of customers that include sailors, climbers, ranchers, and
other communities of outdoor enthusiasts. It should not be
surprising then that Yeti, a business that avid outdoorspeople
created for avid outdoorspeople should have an authentic passion
for the environment.
Yeti’s ESG strategy rests on three pillars: People, Product, and
Places. The business’s passion for the environment manifests
differently in each pillar.
People – The Yeti brand resonates with its stakeholders, including
customers, suppliers, and employees, or “Yetizens.” Through
its Responsible Sourcing Program, Yeti monitors its suppliers’
application of environmental and social standards. Auditing
suppliers helps to safeguard product quality, and by doing so, Yeti is
doing its part in fulfilling its responsibility to the environment. That
alignment of values between Yeti and its stakeholders attracts loyal
customers, ultimately providing the opportunity to boost sales to
the benefit of Yeti’s shareholders.
Product – We believe Yeti’s products are the yardstick for quality,
compared to products from its competitors. The durability of Yeti’s
products translates to less waste, which helps combat pollution
and, ultimately, climate change. Yeti monitors its Scope 3 emissions
and is actively pursuing means to address Scope 1 and 2 gas
emissions, with the goal of reducing the latter by 50% over the
period 2020 to 2030. To further manage Yeti’s carbon footprint,
the business aims to source 100% renewable electricity in its U.S.
facilities by the end of 2022. That mindfulness and respect for the
environment carries over to the product design and packaging.
For example, in the Spring 2021 collection, all hard-brimmed
hats incorporated Netplus, a material made from 100% recycled
fishing nets. The use of Netplus resulted in an approximated
50% reduction in the carbon footprint of the hard brim hats.
We think the introduction of innovative products like this is a key
lever for Yeti’s growth. We believe Yeti’s iterative design process
distinguishes the company from its peers and will help drive sales
growth, and its continuous innovation exemplifies the “valuecreating reinvestment” part of our flywheel.

Places – Yeti invests in projects to maintain or restore the integrity
of water bodies and landmasses, a cause that resonates deeply
with many of its stakeholders.

The business also supports environmental
education for the next generation of
outdoor enthusiasts. For example, Yeti has
partnered with the Billion Oyster Project,
which offers students opportunities to
solve local environmental challenges.
Based on our research, businesses that are
actively involved in the restoration of the
environment or the community’s education
tend to experience better community
relations and support, which can translate to
improved brand image.

Floor & Décor
Floor & Décor is a one-stop shop for hard surface flooring products
and related accessories. The hard flooring market includes
products such as tiles, laminate, vinyl, stone, and wood. We believe
the business will continue to benefit from the shift in consumer
preferences from soft flooring like carpets due to health concerns,
the rising demand for remodeling, and increased innovation in
the flooring space. We believe Floor & Décor creates value for its
stakeholders in a highly competitive industry in distinct ways.
The hard flooring market is highly fragmented, with more than
half of the industry consisting of mom-and-pop stores. Floor &
Décor operates a large warehouse system with a rich assortment
of products, sourced directly from manufacturers. We believe the
company offers an unparalleled customer value proposition in the
form of low prices, a wide assortment of in-stock products, high
levels of customer service, and a convenient shopping experience.
Like Yeti, Floor & Décor seeks to ensure responsible sourcing from
vendors by requiring their compliance with its Vendor Code of
Conduct and Supplier Social Accountability Compliance Program.
By monitoring its vendors and suppliers, we believe that Floor &
Decor protects its brand image from the potential damage it could
incur if the products were low-quality or unethically sourced.
Floor & Décor actively addresses the environmental impact of
its products and operations, both direct and indirect. Some hard
flooring materials are more sustainable than others. Tile and stone
products have longevity and thus reduce waste. Laminate flooring
has gained popularity as a substitute for wood flooring. It gives the
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look of a natural resource such as wood or stone and is recyclable
and made from recycled natural resources. Floor & Décor goes a
step further and sells only laminate flooring certified for low-VOC
(volatile organic compound) emissions. The same is true for its vinyl
products. Responsible sourcing and sustainably produced products
can attract new customers whose values align with the brand’s
commitment to quality and responsible sourcing.
The business continues to improve the efficiency of its locations
and operations, by investing in areas like HVAC, energy data
capture, lighting, and building controls. Increasing operating
efficiencies can reduce costs and boost profitability as the business
scales. Floor & Décor decreased its carbon footprint per square
footage by 26% from 2017 to 2020. Minimizing greenhouse gas
emissions serves our planet and allows compliant companies to
stay ahead of potential regulations. We believe Floor & Décor
is an example of a business that continues to innovate with all
its stakeholders, including the environment, in mind to support
sustainable outcomes.

Small Company Growth Engagement
Case Studies
Temple & Webster
Temple & Webster is a leading pure-play online retailer of furniture
and homewares, providing an assortment of products from
Australian and international designers. We hosted a call with CEO
Mark Coulter and CFO Mark Tayler to gain better insight into the
long-term strategic view of the company and its relationships with
stakeholders, particularly suppliers.
The suppliers and technology underpinning the dropship model
are central to Temple & Webster’s business. Using its “dropship”
model, suppliers send products directly to customers at the time of
purchase. This agile model enables Temple & Webster to offer more
than 200,000 products across at least 200 categories, with swift
delivery times of typically about two days.
Through Temple & Webster, suppliers gain exposure and access
to a large customer base. About 75% of sales are from the
dropship model that does not require Temple and Webster to
house inventory and requires limited balance sheet investment.
The business is capital-light and highly scalable as a result.
Traditionally, the pathway from supplier to the customer has
several intermediaries. By taking out the intermediaries, Temple
and Webster’s model translates to no inventory, no cash tied in
working capital, and no storage fees and minimizes risks associated
with a stock-out.

The brand-owned business, accounting for 25% of sales, leverages
technology and data to manage inventory and understand
customer needs. Temple & Webster monitors suppliers and has
high standards for selecting suppliers. This competitive selection
of the most suitable suppliers helps to provide consistent product
quality, thus enhancing the customer experience. In turn, a superior
customer experience can elevate the brand’s reputation and
image. Temple & Webster has exclusive relationships with some of
its suppliers. This means that in addition to a rich assortment of
products, Temple & Webster offers customers unique products.
Temple & Webster’s scale in the rapidly growing online market is
advantageous with suppliers in terms of favorable pricing, terms,
and product exclusivity, providing an attractive value proposition for
customers. We believe the company’s capital-light, highly scalable
business model offers competitive advantages that should grow as
the business further scales.

Kin & Carta
Kin + Carta is a global digital transformation (DX) consulting
agency that helps organizations create and integrate sustainable,
profitable digital practices. It became the first company listed on
the London Stock Exchange to achieve B Corp Certification in
2021, signifying their commitment to high social and environmental
accountability standards.

We believe Kin + Carta’s competitive
advantage is its culture, which enables it to
hire and train highly skilled engineers, and the
relationships it has built with key customers
and key partners.
Our first meeting with Kin + Carta’s management was in 2021. Our
objective was to understand the business and what role its culture
plays in employee acquisition and retention. We learned that the
leadership at Kin + Carta strives to maintain an “anti-competitive”
environment. It fosters a culture of collaboration, which extends
beyond departments and roles within the firm. Kin + Carta has
a “Suits and T-shirt pair up” system where technologists pair
with traditional management consultants, empowering crossdepartment learning and ideation. As a digitally native company
with a pure focus on DX, Kin + Carta is an employer of choice for
many people who want the opportunity to work on cutting-edge
next-generation DX projects. The company attracts talent from
traditional consulting firms and talent coming straight from college
and university. One of the business’ goals is to be an international
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best place to work, and we believe they are on track to achieve that.
The collaborative culture of Kin + Carta extends to its clients. The
business aims for “Enablement” instead of making clients reliant
on Kin + Carta forever. Thus, many business clients see Kin + Carta
as a partner with a genuine commitment to helping them reach
new technology horizons. As a result, we believe Kin + Carta is
positioned to attract more clients and talent, which provides the
potential to drive further growth.

Global Emerging Markets Growth
Integration
Raia Drogasil
Raia Drogasil (RD) was established in 2011 following the merger
of pharmacy chains Droga Raia and Drogasil. It is now the largest
pharmacy chain in Brazil with a 14% market share, operating over
2,300 stores covering 24 Brazilian states. Brazil has a rapidly aging
population, with 14% of the population projected to be over age
65 by 2030, up from 7% in 2010.1 As healthcare spending increases
with age, drugstores and pharmaceutical companies are expected
to benefit from this secular tailwind.
As the largest pharmacy chain in Brazil, RD’s scale translates to
more attractive drug procurement terms. By placing larger order
volumes, RD can negotiate more favorable pricing, which it passes
to customers, and more attractive payable terms, which helps drive
an improved working capital cycle.
RD utilizes this competitive advantage to reinforce a self-sustaining
cycle where its high brand awareness drives customer traffic,
allowing it to offer even more favorable pricing, resulting in high
customer loyalty.
RD operates with the purpose of taking close care of people’s health
and well-being at all stages of life. It aims to be the top contributor
to a healthy society in Brazil, offering Brazil’s first integrative health
platform. The company‘s “new pharmacy” strategy entails digitizing
its drug retail and transforming pharmacies into healthcare hubs to
better serve their customers through a broad set of channels. RD
aims to make the consumer purchase decision platform-agnostic,
meaning that a consumer can buy online, within the app, or in-store
and have the product delivered anywhere. Transforming pharmacies
into healthcare hubs will enable customers to continue purchasing
healthcare products and procure other basic healthcare services,
such as medical check-ups, tests, and vaccinations. This creates a
convenient one-stop solution for customers while reducing pressure

Population ages 65 and above, total - Brazil | Data (worldbank.org) ; Brazil.pdf (un.org)
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on Brazil’s creaking primary care network, which is still largely
operated by the A&E (accident and emergency) units of hospitals.
Through mobile technology, the company can create an elevated
experience for the customer, for instance, through the access of
digital discount coupons, the loyalty program, and app-based
payment at checkout. Further, by tracking consumer purchase
habits and digitalizing the customer journey, RD can offer a tailored
purchase experience with more relevant promotions and offers,
including reminders for patients suffering from chronic illnesses
when they are due for prescription refills. RD is also expanding into
telemedicine by partnering with third-party service providers to
enable consumers to book specialist appointments from within
the app. Over time, the company aims to integrate this service
with a healthcare management system enabling users to monitor
their health and track their vitality data. Eventually, this could be
monetized via consumer subscriptions or cross-selling to third-party
insurance providers and corporates.

We believe this innovation and attention
to how the company can create more value
for its customers through the way they can
access health services strengthen its value
proposition and competitive advantages.

Wizz Air
Wizz Air is an ultra-low-cost airline carrier operating point-to-point
flights primarily in Central and Eastern Europe. The airline was
founded in 2004 and has grown to become the dominant low-cost
carrier in the region with roughly 38% market share. It is one of the
few airlines with growing capacity in Europe, thanks to its highly
competitive cost base.
We believe the sustainability of Wizz’s operations is a function
of the age and efficiency of its fleet, which is made up of Airbus’
youngest aircraft. This includes the Airbus A321neo, which has
the lowest fuel consumption per seat/kilometer in its category.
The fleet contributes to Wizz Air’s standing as one of the most
environmentally efficient airline with the lowest CO2 emission
intensity (measured as CO2 per revenue passenger kilometer
(RPK)) among all competitor airlines, per Wizz Air’s 2021 Annual
Report. CO2 emissions for FY20 were 57.2 grams per RPK. In FY
2021, CO2 emissions increased to 77.3 grams per RPK primarily due
to lower load factors caused by the pandemic. Wizz Air targets an
emissions goal of 43 grams of CO2 per RPK by FY 2030, a reduction
of 25% from pre-pandemic levels. To achieve this, Wizz Air is
focused on further fleet renewal to decrease emission intensity and
is exploring new technology, fuel savings initiatives, and sustainable
2
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aviation fuels. Wizz Air routes are an average length of 1,600 km
and run directly rather than through hubs like legacy airline carriers,
which lowers emissions. The airline also does not offer business
class, which is associated with a higher carbon footprint.
We believe Wizz Air’s aspiration to be the most sustainable airline
on the planet is a key strength and contributor to its competitive
advantage. Environmental considerations may become an
influential factor in carrier selection among customers. Tools from
travel search engines like Google Flights, Kayak, and Skyscanner
that label flights with lower-than-average emissions enable
customers to search exclusively for those flights. In time, we might
see some form of environmental regulation from governments
that ultimately pass some form of emissions cost onto consumers.
Aviation currently contributes 2-3% of global greenhouse gas
emissions, but this is forecast to triple by 2050.2 We believe Wizz Air
recognizes its responsibility to take further action to reduce
its impact.

Global Emerging Markets Growth
Engagement
Mobile World
As long-term owners of companies in which we invest, we maintain
a deep focus on a company’s long-term growth strategy. In the case
of Mobile World, a Vietnamese electronics retailer, we believe the
most pressing strategic issue facing the company is the evolution of
its online business. The e-commerce market in Vietnam is evolving
at a dramatic pace, and we would like to see the company seize the
moment, embracing it as an opportunity to become a leader in this
exciting and burgeoning sector.
In our letter to Mobile World’s Chairman, we shared our analysis
of the success of Brazilian electronics retailer Magazine Luiza.
We believe Magazine Luiza has been among the most successful
vendors globally at transforming a bricks-and-mortar retail
business into a dynamic omnichannel player. The improvements
helped drive system efficiencies, raise margins, and boost operating
cash flows. We expressed to Mobile World that one of the elements
that we most admire of management is its ability to take lessons
from other parts of the world and apply them successfully in
Vietnam. The company swiftly acknowledged our letter with thanks
and indicated that our perspective will be considered.
We firmly believe that Mobile World is well placed to become
an e-commerce champion in Vietnam and that the returns on
short-term capital investments in this direction could yield material
returns in the long run.

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2021/jul/22/airlines-us-travelers-low-emissions-pollution
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As shareholders, we fully support
investments in capabilities such as a multibrand app, loyalty program, payment
solutions, and other back-end omnichannel
infrastructure, even if it comes at the
expense of short-term profits.
In the near term, we believe the weight of Mobile World’s growth
will be carried by its core offline offering and its rapidly growing
supermarket business, which is leading the formalization of
Vietnam’s grocery market. From a research perspective, we will
continue to monitor Mobile World’s online initiatives and the
progress of pure online competitors. We look forward to further
engaging with management on its online strategy.

NagaCorp
NagaCorp runs NagaWorld (Naga), the largest integrated gaming
and hotel resort in the Mekong region, located in Cambodia’s
capital Phnom Penh. It has been granted a monopoly license to
operate casinos within a 200 km radius of Phnom Penh until 2045.
The company employs over 6,000 people across nine countries,
with the vast majority in its local market. This makes it the largest
private employer in Cambodia, as well as the principal taxpayer
and source of foreign currency for the country. Its role as a provider
for thousands of local families are thus politically sensitive issues
that Naga continues to navigate. Considering this, we sought to
engage with the company on the employee rationalization program
it undertook due to the pandemic when its operations were
completely shuttered for several months.
As a services business, Naga’s largest expenditure is on staff.
This also means its staff is one of its most important assets, as
it is imperative to ensure a top-quality experience for its resort
guests. With the company unable to open its doors due to local
lockdowns, it became clear that it would need to reduce its cost
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structure to ensure it could open its doors when those lockdowns
ended. Our concern was that this would reduce the company’s
ability to attract and retain existing talent, which would naturally
degrade the company’s competitive advantage and the long-term
sustainability of its business model. A secondary concern was that
the government might intervene in response, either by introducing
regulation or examining the legality of any such move.
There were three main takeaways from this engagement. The
first is that, ultimately, the employee rationalization program was
implemented with the long-term interests of all the company’s
stakeholders in mind. While this meant that some employees
would suffer in the short term, it was for the greater good of the
majority of the organization’s stakeholders in an effort to ensure its
long-term financial strength.
The second is that the entire process was carried out in
consultation with the government to guarantee its legality and that
the departing workers were not treated unfairly. The latter was
particularly important to us in seeing that the company fulfilled
its social obligation to one of its largest stakeholder groups. We
were pleased that many workers were offered generous separation
packages more than 40% greater than the legal requirements.
The final takeaway is that the company seeks to improve upon its
employee offering to safeguard its position as one of the country’s
most coveted places to work. It currently provides entry-level
wages over 30% greater than the national average, generous
local benefits (including medical care and sick leave), discretionary
bonuses, and a share award scheme. It also operates several
training programs, both for young, underprivileged people and
existing employees. All of these contribute to falling staff turnover
(from 15% in 2019 to 13% in 2021).
This engagement highlighted the delicate balance between
three key stakeholder groups of government, shareholders, and
employees during times of stress. We believe that Naga’s tenured
management team, visionary founder, and robust operations leave
it well placed to manage that balance and reinforce its existing
competitive advantages over the long term.

Proxy Voting (Equity Strategies)
Each year we participate in our equity portfolio companies’ annual
general meetings by voting proxies on important business decisions,
such as the election of board directors, the approval of executive
compensation, and an array of shareholder proposals. We believe
proxy voting is a powerful tool that allows us the opportunity to
directly influence corporate policy in a way we believe will maximize
stakeholder value. We approach this duty with care and diligence.

In voting proxies, the equity teams will consult ISS’s Sustainability
Voting Guidelines but will make an independent decision for
each vote.
As shown below, we voted against Management for approximately
8% of the votes. Roughly two-thirds of these votes were related
to board director elections, executive compensation, and capital
structure, with the remaining votes related to other business
matters and shareholder proposals.

Our equity investment team members undertake close review
and consideration of all proxy votes for governance resolutions
and shareholder proposal topics. We utilize a third-party service
provider, Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), for research
and recommendations on proxy issues. We use ISS’s Sustainability
Voting Guidelines, which support positive corporate ESG actions
that promote practices that present new opportunities or mitigate
related financial and reputational risks.

Summer of 2021 Proxy Votes

All Votes

Shareholder Proposals

For Management

92.1%

For Management

42.6%

Against Management

7.9%

Against Management

57.4%

7.9%

42.6%
57.4%

92.1%
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Task Force on Climate-Related
Financial Disclosures
The Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD),
born out of the Financial Stability Board to review how the financial
sector can consider climate-related issues, provides a framework
for disclosing governance, strategy, risk management, and metrics
related to climate change across industries.
Polen Capital supports the availability of consistent and decisionuseful disclosure on company material issues, and we became a
supporter of the TCFD in 2020. We are also a Capital Markets
Signatory of the CDP (previously known as Carbon Disclosure
Project), a global disclosure system for reporting environmental
impacts. In support of accessible climate-related disclosure, we
also supported the PRI Signatory letter organized by the Principles
for Responsible Investment as part of the SEC’s request for public
comment on climate disclosures. Following are our disclosures
aligned with the TCFD recommendations, where applicable.

Governance
Polen Capital has a Risk & Compliance Committee that oversees
enterprise risk management and monitors the firm’s ongoing and
potential exposure to various types, including climate-related risks.
The Risk & Compliance Committee is comprised of senior members
of management, including our CEO.
The Risk & Compliance Committee receives a semi-annual update
on ESG risks, including climate-related risks, from the investment
teams as part of its review of portfolio risk. This update includes
a review of Sustainalytics Carbon Risk Reports which measure
a portfolio’s exposure to risks associated with a transition to a
low-carbon economy. These include such risks related to regulatory,
technology, or market developments.

Strategy
For our equity strategies, as long-term investors, we seek to identify
and understand all risks and opportunities that may impact the
potential for long-term financial sustainability for our business and
our portfolio companies. With our stakeholder-centric approach,
we seek to understand how companies enhance their value
proposition by identifying and managing climate-related risks and
opportunities. For instance, many companies recognize the role
they serve and the expectation of stakeholders for companies to
reduce their carbon emissions to meet net-zero targets. We also
evaluate how companies are developing and innovating products
and services to meet evolving needs and preferences for more
sustainable products or services that help customers address their
own sustainability goals.
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We assess how these initiatives impact the company’s overall value
proposition and competitive advantages.
In line with our long-term approach, equity investment teams
assess material risks and opportunities over a typical time horizon
of five years, although many of our resources look out over a
longer time frame. We do not find climate-related risks to be a
material risk to our companies within our equity portfolios through
our evaluations. We observe many of our portfolio companies
implementing measures to improve their energy efficiency and
setting carbon emissions reduction goals and plans that we believe
will contribute to a company’s readiness to transition to a low
carbon economy.

Risk Management
Through our bottom-up, fundamental research, equity investment
teams generally observe the initiatives companies are pursuing to
address climate change, and we leverage the Sustainalytics Carbon
Risk reports to monitor our equity portfolio company’s exposure to
climate change risk, specifically carbon or transition risk. In 2021 we
conducted an internal training session for the equity investment
teams on climate-related issues.
Given our equity approach to investing in high-quality companies
that we believe are positioned for long-term financial sustainability,
equity strategies typically do not have any exposure to high carbonemitting industries such as energy, and our portfolio companies
tend to be asset-light businesses. Our equity portfolios rate “low
risk” for transition risk based on the Sustainalytics Carbon Risk
Rating Reports as of December 31, 2021. This supports our view that
our equity portfolios are prepared and should have minimal impact
from a transition to a low-carbon economy. We have not conducted
climate-related scenario analyses as we do not believe they would
be meaningful to our assessment or management of risks.

Metrics and Targets
We do not set targets for carbon-related risks or opportunities in
the portfolios as this is not an objective of our equity strategies.
As discussed earlier, we typically utilize the Sustainalytics Carbon
Risk Rating reports to further inform our assessment of climaterelated risks and opportunities. In addition to the carbon risk
rating level, we primarily refer to the report for a calculation of the
portfolio’s carbon intensity for reporting purposes.
Carbon intensity is a relative metric used to compare company
emissions across industries and is a ratio of absolute emissions to
total revenue expressed in tCO2e/MIL USD.

Porfolio Carbon Intensity as of
December 31, 2021
Focus Growth

U.S. SMID Company Growth
134.5
tCO2e/MIL USD

100.0
50.0
0.0

36.0

20.9
Focus Growth

Russell 1000
Growth

tCO2e/MIL USD

tCO2e/MIL USD

145.5

100.0

23.7

Global Growth

tCO2e/MIL USD

250.0

208.9

150.0
100.0
21.2
International Growth

14.3

300.0
200.0
18.5
U.S. Small Company
Growth
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Global SMID

MSCI ACWI SMID

457.8

400.0
300.0
200.0
100.0

15.4
International Small
Company Growth

MSCI ACWI SMID

Global Emerging Markets Growth

Russell 2000 Growth

365.5

400.0

tCO2e/MIL USD

tCO2e/MIL USD
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100.0

500.0

380.0

400.0

322.0

200.0

MSCI ACWI ex USA

U.S. Small Company Growth

0.0

Russell 2500 Growth

300.0

0.0

100.0

U.S. SMID C ompany
Growth

International Small Company Growth

200.0

0.0

21.3

0.0

MSCI ACWI

International Growth

50.0

100.0

Global SMID

150.0

50.0

246.3

200.0

0.0

S&P 500

Global Growth

0.0

300.0

tCO2e/MIL USD

tCO2e/MIL USD

150.0

300.0
200.0

117.2

100.0
0.0

Global Emerging
Markets Growth

MSCI Emerging
Markets

Polen Capital Credit Integration
Case Studies
PGT Innovations
PGT Innovations, Inc. (“PGTI”) manufactures and sells impactresistant doors and windows for the residential market that are
designed to withstand hurricane-strength winds. The company’s
impact-resistant products provide protection from wind-driven
projectiles and other debris during storms. As global climate change
leads to increased frequency and severity of hurricanes, we believe
PGTI’s products are increasingly important to protect consumers
and their properties.
PGTI has also demonstrated a strong commitment to
environmental responsibility and has implemented programs
to reduce waste, promote recycling, and reduce energy and fuel
consumption. The company recycled more than 74% of the scrap
materials generated during the manufacturing process in 2021.
These initiatives led to the recycling of approximately 21 million
pounds of materials in 2021, including 11 million pounds of glass,
7 million pounds of aluminum, and more than 3 million pounds of
vinyl materials. PGTI has also reduced the total volatile organic
compounds emitted by their headquarters manufacturing
operations by 60% from 2019 to 2021. In addition, PGTI has
installed regulators on their tractor trailer fleet which limits the
speed of their vehicles to 60 miles per hour, helping to conserve fuel
and reduces emissions.
Polen Capital Credit also values PGTI’s commitment to creating
an inclusive workplace for all employees and its goal of employing
a diverse workforce that is representative of the communities in
which the company operates. The company’s diversity and inclusion
initiatives include offering annual Diversity & Inclusion training as
well as creating the PGT Innovations Leading Ladies, a program
designed to identify, develop, and mentor female employees who
have demonstrated strong leadership potential. PGTI also offers
a variety of resources, programs, and tools, including financial and
educational benefits, to help employees grow and develop. These
types of initiatives have helped support PGTI’s development of
innovative products. We expect they will contribute to improved
growth, profitability, and efficiency over the next few years

Infrastructure and Energy Alternatives, Inc.
Infrastructure and Energy Alternatives, Inc. (“IEA”) is a leading
infrastructure construction company with specialized energy and
heavy civil expertise. The company specializes in providing complete
engineering, procurement, and construction services throughout
the U.S. for renewable energy, traditional power, and civil
infrastructure industries.
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Polen Capital Credit admires IEA’s contribution towards reducing
greenhouse gas emissions through its core service offering of
constructing utility-scale renewable energy projects. The company
is the second-largest wind energy contractor and the eighth largest
solar contractor in the U.S. and has completed more than 257 wind
and solar projects across the U.S., contributing more than 24.4
GW of renewable energy capacity since its inception. In addition
to its core renewables business, IEA’s Specialty Civil segment
operates an environmental remediation business and has assisted
in remediating over 17 million cubic yards of coal ash and closing
15 coal ash ponds, treating and disposing of over 15 million gallons
of contaminated water, and processing more than 35,000 tons of
hazardous lead-impacted soils.
IEA is committed to fostering an inclusive and equitable working
environment and believes that individuals with diverse backgrounds
bring valuable perspectives that help enrich the company as a
whole. This initiative to improve the diversity of the workforce is
further supported by the recent appointment of the company’s first
Vice President of Diversity & Inclusion. Following the creation of
this new role, IEA has implemented a variety of training programs,
including unconscious bias training, Equal Employment Opportunity
compliance training, and sexual harassment training. In addition,
the company also created a Diversity and Inclusion (D&I) Task
Force, which serves as an advisory committee focused on helping to
identify organizational goals and oversee the company’s progress
towards achieving those objectives.

Polen Capital Credit Engagement Case
Studies
RA Parent, Inc. (Real Alloy)
Real Alloy is the largest independent secondary aluminum recycling
company with operations in the U.S. and Europe. Real Alloy
sources scrap aluminum, then melts the aluminum and sells it to
its customers in various end formats. In light of the significant
equity ownership stake in RA Parent, Inc., the parent company to
Real Alloy, held by funds and accounts managed by Polen Capital
Credit, one Polen Credit employee serves on the Board of Directors.
In 2021, Real Alloy acquired a French company with a proprietary
salt slag processing system. Such a system takes a waste product
and breaks it down into two different end products, both reusable
in the aluminum manufacturing process, thereby reducing external
waste generation. This system also utilizes technology that is
transferrable to the U.S. for the eventual construction of a facility
to process the company’s salt slag waste streams in its U.S division.
The Polen Credit employee that serves on the Board of Directors
led the formation of an ESG committee of the Board in 2021, which
continues to meet regularly to discuss various ESG-related matters
affecting the organization.

Century Aluminum
Century Aluminum is a primary aluminum producer with operations
in Iceland and the United States. The company produces just under
one million tons of aluminum annually in its four primary facilities. In
connection with a refinancing of the Senior Secured Notes held by
funds and accounts managed by Polen Credit, in June 2021, certain
Polen Credit employees engaged with the management team
regarding financial metrics as well as its ESG strategy. Historically,
the company was seen as a laggard in developing a direct plan to
improve its ESG footprint. Polen Credit encouraged the company

Subsequently, the company announced a new marketing campaign
and product initiative called NaturAL, which focuses on their
Icelandic-produced aluminum, with the main power source being
geothermal. The company also expanded its power sources into
wind, further reducing its CO2 footprint. Although the company has
not issued a formal ESG target, which many of its peers have done,
they have indicated it is an issue they are considering.

Going Beyond with Polen Capital

Connect with Us

Polen Capital is a team of experienced investment industry
professionals who share an unwavering commitment to our clients,
investors, community and each other. We have been dedicated
to serving investors by providing concentrated portfolios of
the highestquality companies for more than three decades. At
Polen Capital, we have built a culture of results, and in this, an
inherent belief in going beyond what’s expected for the people and
communities we serve.

For more information on Polen Capital visit www.polencapital.com
and connect with us on LinkedIn.

We believe that an important part of growing our clients’
assets also includes preserving it. To ensure this, we adhere to a
time-tested process of researching and analyzing the highestquality companies around the globe—selecting only the best to
build highly concentrated portfolios. Then, we invest for the long
haul and with a business owner’s mindset—giving these companies
time to grow.
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emissions) and formally issue an ESG target.
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Past performance is not indicative of future results. There can be no
assurances that any portfolio characteristics depicted herein shall
be replicated in the future.

The information provided in this document should not be construed as a
recommendation to purchase, hold or sell any particular security. There
is no assurance that any securities discussed herein will remain in the
portfolio at the time you receive this document or that the securities sold
have not been repurchased. The securities discussed do not represent
the entire portfolio. Actual holdings will vary depending on the size of
the account, cash flows, and restrictions. It should not be assumed that
any of the securities, transactions or holdings discussed were or will prove
to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions
we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment
performance of the securities discussed herein. A complete list of our past
specific recommendations for the last year is available upon request.
The information in this document is provided for informational purposes
only. This document is not intended as a guarantee of profitable
outcomes. Past performance is not indicative of future results. The
opinions and estimates expressed herein constitute the judgement of
Polen Capital as of the date of this document, are not guaranteed, and
are subject to change without notice or update, including any forwardlooking estimates or statements which are based on certain expectations
and assumptions. Although the information and any opinions or views
given have been obtained from or based on sources believed to be
reliable, no warranty or representation is made as to their correctness,
completeness or accuracy. The views and strategies described may not be
suitable for all clients. References to specific securities, asset classes and
financial markets are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended
to be, and should not be interpreted as, recommendations. This document
does not identify all the risks (direct or indirect) or other considerations
which might be material when entering any financial transaction.
Reporting coverage by strategy and index for carbon metrics:
Focus Growth (100%), Russell 1000 Growth (100%), S&P 500 (100%),
Global Growth (100%), MSCI ACWI (100%), International Growth
(100%), MSCI ACWI ex USA (99%), U.S. Small Company Growth (88%),
Russell 2000 Growth (98%), U.S. SMID Company Growth (95%), Russell
2500 Growth (97%), Global SMID Company Growth (95%), MSCI ACWI
SMID (97%), International Small Company Growth (79%), MSCI ACWI ex
USA Small Cap (94%), Global Emerging Markets Growth (92%),
MSCI Emerging Markets (99%).
The Sustainalytics Carbon Risk Rating quantifies the company’s exposure
and management of material carbon issues, in its own operations as
well as its products and services to assess the company’s risk related to
a transition to a low carbon economy. In the Sustainalytics Carbon Risk
Ratings, a company’s exposure to and management of carbon issues is
broken out into three separate Material Carbon Issues. These issues are
focused on a topic, or set of related topics, that require a common set
of management initiatives or a similar type of oversight. The Material
Carbon Issues are: Carbon – Own Operations, Carbon – Products and
Services, and Carbon Finance. Based on quantitative scores of the
company’s exposure to and management of carbon risks, companies are
grouped into one of five risk categories (negligible, low, medium, high,
severe). These risk categories are absolute, meaning that a ‘high risk’
assessment reflects a comparable degree of unmanaged carbon risk
across all subindustries covered.
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Carbon intensity is a relative metric used to compare company emissions
across industries. Sustainalytics divides the absolute emissions by
total revenue, meaning the figure is expressed in tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent per million USD of total revenue.
There can be no guarantee that the portfolio will exhibit identical or
similar characteristics to those shown at any future time of investment.
The portfolio’s holdings may be materially different from those within the
indices referenced. Indices are unmanaged and one cannot invest directly
in an index.
The Russell 1000® Growth Index is a market capitalization weighted
index that measures the performance of the large-cap growth segment
of the U.S. equity universe. It includes Russell 1000® Index companies
with higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values.
The index is maintained by the FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London
Stock Exchange Group. The S&P 500® Index is a market capitalization
weighted index that measures 500 common equities that are generally
representative of the U.S. stock market. The index is maintained by S&P
Dow Jones Indices. The MSCI ACWI Index is a market capitalization
weighted equity index that measures the performance of large and
mid-cap segments across developed and emerging market countries. The
index is maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital International. The MSCI
ACWI ex USA Index is a market capitalization weighted equity index
that measures the performance of large and mid-cap segments across
developed and emerging market countries (excluding the U.S). The index
is maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital International. The Russell 2000®
Growth Index is a market capitalization weighted index that measures the
performance of the small-cap growth segment of the U.S. equity universe.
It includes Russell 2000® Index companies with higher price/book ratios
and higher forecasted growth values. The index is maintained by the
FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London Stock Exchange Group. The
Russell 2500® Growth Index is a market capitalization weighted index
that measures the performance of the small to mid-cap growth segment
of the U.S. equity universe. It includes Russell 2500TM companies with
higher price-to-book ratios and higher forecasted growth values. The
index is maintained by the FTSE Russell, a subsidiary of the London Stock
Exchange Group. The MSCI ACWI ex USA Small Cap Index is a market
capitalization weighted equity index that measures the performance
of the small-cap segment across developed and emerging markets
(excluding the U.S). The index is maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital
International. MSCI ACWI SMID Cap is a market capitalization weighted
equity index that measures the performance of the mid and small-cap
segments across developed and emerging market countries. The index is
maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital International. The MSCI ACWI ex
USA Small Cap Index is a market capitalization weighted equity index that
measures the performance of the small-cap segment across developed
and emerging markets (excluding the U.S). The index is maintained by
Morgan Stanley Capital International. The MSCI Emerging Markets
Index is a market capitalization weighted equity index that measures
the performance of the large and mid-cap segments across emerging
market countries. The index is maintained by Morgan Stanley Capital
International.

